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ABSTRACT
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Jon Olson
6-20-08
Thesis
Leadership Application Proj ect

X_ Non-thesis (ML597) Project

Charismatic leadership is highly desired by organizations that want to make fast largescale changes. Followers can be motivated by a leader whose charisma touches them by
speech, action, and

vision. This leadership style can be used in positive ways to advance

the cause of the group or in negative ways that result in harm and destruction.

Charismatic leadership only tends to magnify the results.

By studying past charismatic leaders who led their followers astray, the possibility of
finding common negative traits exists. The history, behaviors, and writings of Adolf
Hitler, Jim Jones, and David Koresh were analyzed in this paper. Four negative traits
emerged that were shared by all three leaders. Recognition of these traits provides the

opportunity for leaders to increase their awareness of negative charisma and to improve
ethical leadership for the benefit of the organization.
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TRATTS OF CHARISMATIC LEADERS WHO HAVE LED

THEIR FOLLOWERS ASTRAY
INTRODUCTIOl\{
Many of the characteristics that are found in excellent leaders do not necessarily
reflect high moral or ethical standards. Numerous leaders have exhibited powerful
charismatic ability that greatly influenced followers and ashieved the desired result for
those in a leadership role. When leaders have the power to bend others' wills to one's

own designs, the potential for evil as well as good is created. Charisma is a Greek word
that means divinely inspired gift, this may imply the ability to perform miracles or predict

future events. Charismatic leadership refers to a form of influence based not on tradition
or formal authority but on follower perceptions that the leader is endowed with
exceptional qualities. According to Gary Yukl's Leadership in Organizations, charisma
occurs during a social crisis, when a leader emerges with a radical vision that offers a

solution to the crisis and attracts followers who believe in the vision. The followers
experience some successes that make the vision appear attainable and they come to
perceive the leader as extraordinary (Yukl, 2006). A1l leadership can have positive or
negative effects, and charismatic leadership

will simply magnify

Adolph Hitler, Jim Jones, and David Koresh were

the implications.

a1l strong charismatic leaders that

ultimately hrought great destruction onto self and followers. There are common traits
that exist among these powerful leaders that can warn future followers to question their

authority, and future leaders to refrain from using these tactics.
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Some people take comfort in stating that they would never

fall for a foolish cult like

the ones run by Jim Jones or David Koresh, but many of the followers were highly
educated individuals with relatively high paying jobs and good positions in the

community. The stereotype of weak-minded individuals wandering around aimlessly
until joining a cult does not always

fit.

Contrary to a popular misconception that cult

members are erazy, research and clinical evidence strongly suggest that most cult
members are relatively norrnal individuals. Although about one-third (33%) appear to
have had a mild psychiatric disorder before joining; this compares to approximately 20%

of the general population that has at least one psychiatric disorder (Langone, 2008).
Powerful charismatic leaders can attract a wide range of individuals. Hitler, Jones, and
Koresh started out with clear visions that appealed to the good in many people when first
delivering their messages. Therefore a high importance must be placed on all people to
correctly assess the ethical intentions of leaders. This paper will identify the common
traits held by charismatic leaders that caused enormous damage to society. Avoiding
these behaviors

will make people better

leaders, while observing the behaviors

will

indicate to followers that time for leadership change is now.

BODY
Background of the Three Leaders

Adolf Hitler was founder and leader of the Third Reich from 1933 to 1945 and
Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces in Germany. His rise to powerbegan in
eanrest January 1925 when Germany withdrew the ban on the Nazi Party. While

avoiding rigid definitions of National Socialism which would have undermined the
charismatic nature of his legitimacy and his claim to absolute leadership, Hitler
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succeeded in extending his appeal beyond Bavaria and attracting both Right and Left to

his movement (Fest, 1974). Hitler received tremendous nationwide exposure when the
effects of the world economic crisis hit Germany; this produced mass unemployment,
social dissolution and fear. By playing on national resentments, feelings of revolt and the
desire for strong leadership, Hitler used all the most modern techniques of mass

persuasion to present himself as Germany's redeemer. In 1935 he abandoned the

Versailles Treaty and began to build rlp the army by conscripting five times the permitted

number. Then Hitler persuaded Great Britain to allow an increase in the naval building
program, and in March 1936 he occupied the demilitarized Rhineland without meeting

opposition. The elements were now all in place for Hitler's leadership to cause

a

worldwide disaster.
David Koresh rose to the top level in a religious sect called the Branch Davidians
which is related to the followings of the Seventh-day Adventists. Perhaps his greatest
passions were having multiple wives, heavy metal music and a love of firearms (Hibbert,

1996). He began arming his group with various kinds of imposing weapons when he
achieved his leadership role. Koresh largely failed at reaching traditional Adventists,

including orthodox Davidian Seventh-day Adventists. But his heavy metal band, long
hair, smoking, drinking, sexual liaisons, and guns attracted many non-traditional
members, even though it was considered taboo to the originally established sect. These

revolutionary changes helped define Koresh as a strong charismatic leader and led to the

fiery tragedy that followed April 19, I 993.
Jim Jones was a handsome preacher who criticized the war in Vietnam, racism, and
social injustice (Layton, 1998). He wanted to stop the ugliness of prejudice, which he
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believed kept African Americans and Native Americans down. Ridding the world of
hatred was also a main theme. These messages seemed to be that of an ethical leader

with great vision. Jones even adopted three young orphans from Korea,

a

black son, and

was the first minister to have an African American as his associate pastor. His actions
seemed to back up his message and vision about the world coming together so that there

was hope for the future. Many followers believed he felt so deeply about the inequities in
the world and he seemed to address every single person in the congregation individually.
Then his message seemed to go in a way that not everyone could agree. Then

reincarnation was injected into his preaching, those who do not live their lives in the right
manner

will return again and again, until they learn through centuries of lives that giving

is greater than receiving (Lafion, 1998). This foreshadowed the new tactics Jones would
use on his followers, shaming them into doing what he desired. Next, this paper

will

examine the ways in which charismatic leaders can influence others.

Charismatic Leaders Influencing Followers
Evidence suggests that charismatic leaders influence their followers by a four-step
process (House, Shamir, Arthur, 1993). This begins with the leader articulating an
appealing vision. A vision is a long-term strategy on how to attain a goal or goals,

providing a sense of continuity for followers by linking the present with

a better future

for the organization. A vision is incomplete unless it has an accompanying vision
statement which is a formal articulation of an organization's vision or mission.
Charismatic leaders may use vision statements to imprint on followers an overarching
goal and purpose. Once a vision and vision statement are established, the leader then
communicates high performance expectations and expresses confidence that followers
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can attain them. This enhances follower self-esteem and self-confidence. Next, the

leader conyeys a new set of values by his or her behaviors as an example for followers to

imitate. This is usually achieved by the leader's words and actions. Finally, the
charismatic leader engages in emotion-inducing and often unconventional behavior to
demonstrate courage and convictions about the vision. There should be an emotional
contagion in charismatic leadership where followers catch the emotions their leader is

conveying.
The charisma of a powerful public speaker, or a great teacher or leader, comprises

their ability to spark in us the emotions they exude, entraining us to that emotional
spectrum. We witness such emotional contagion while watching a charismatic figure's
entrance into a crowd. Charismatic people have a

flair for expressiveness that engages

others to come into synchrony with their rhyhm and catch their feelings. Charisma
appears at peak form in a speaker who can play an audience, making a conceptual point

with just the right emotional mix for maximum impact. Entertainers use timing and

rhyhmic cadence while heightening and lowering the amplitude of their voice

on just the

right beat to unifo their audience. They become senders of emotion, while their audience
is the recipient of this contagion; much skill is required to be effective. This is where the

work of brain and behavioral sciences expert Daniel Goleman PhD from Harvard comes
into play. He speaks of "mirror neurons" which reflect back an action we observe in
someone else, making us mimic that action or have an impulse to do so (Goleman, 2006).

Miror

neurons make emotions contagious, letting the feelings one witnesses flow

through the body, helping to get in synch and follow what is going on. Social skill
depends on mirror neurons, echoing what we observe in another person preparing us to
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make a speedy and fitting response. This triggering of parallel circuitry in two brains lets
us instantly achieve a shared sense of what counts in a given moment.

A leader will

count on this phenomenon to spread among his or her followers until the group has all
been infected. This is one way of passing a vision to the intended organization.
Because vision is such a critical component for charismatic leadership

it should

be

clarified exactly what the termmeans. A review of various definitions finds that a vision
differs from other forms of direction setting in several ways. A vision has clear and
compelling imagery that offers an innovative way to improve; it recognizes and draws on
traditions, and connects to actions that people can take to realize change. Vision taps
people's emotions and energy. Properly articulated, a vision creates the enthusiasm that
people have for sporting events and other leisure-time activities, bringing this energy and

commitment to the workplace (Nutt & Backofl 1997).
The key properties of a vision seem to be possibilities that are value-centered,
realizable, with superior imagery and articulation. Visions should be able to create

possibilities that are inspirational and offer a new order that can produce orgarnzational
distinction (Nutt &. Backoff, 1997). A vision is likely to fail if it does not offer a view of
the future that is clearly and demonstrably better for the organization and its members.
Desirable visions fit the times and circumstances for the organization. The followers also
must believe that the vision is attainable, it can be challenging but needs to be doable.

Usually visions with clear articulation and powerful imagery are more easily grasped and
accepted.
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Traits of Charismatic Leadership
The researcher Robert House developed a model for studying charismatic leadership

in I976. Numerous characteristics or circumstances of charismatic leadership were
identified and grouped into three categories; (a) personal characteristics, (b) behaviors,
and (c) situational determinants (House, 1977). The personal characteristics that define a

charismatic leader include extremely high levels of self-confidence; dominance over
others; a strong conviction in the moral righteousness of his or her beliefs, and a high
need to influence others.

A certainty in self along with a willingness to impose that

certainty on others typifies charismatic leadership. History indicates that Hitler, Jones,
and Koresh exhibited these characteristics, Hitler was sure he could lead his war

machine into controlling all lands that touched the Mediterranean Sea. Jones was

confident he could outwit the U.S. Government along with the IRS by moving to another

continent. Koresh's self-confidence led him to tell his followers that he was the Messiah.
The behaviors exhibited by charismatic leaders directly relate to gaining the devotion

of

followers and turning that devotion into high levels of performance and achievement.
This can be done by role modeling. Examples include Gandhi's willingness to live the

life of an Indian peasant; he even made his own clothes and cleaned his own toilet.
Martin Luther King Jr.'s courageous posture in the face of physical danger is another.
The sifuational determinants are two-fold. One is followers are most likely to be
susceptible to charismatic influence when the surrounding situation is very stressful,
people under stress are especially responsive to clear and definitive answers. The second
is presenting a transcendent vision; an exarnple may be that of an assembly line worker
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who feels insignificant. However, if this plant manufactures critical material during

a

major war, a charismatic leader can convey to these people that they are heroic figures.

Hitler, Jones, and Koresh all excelled in these three categories and fulfilled the role of
strong charismatic leaders.

All

three were excellent orators (personal), Jones and Koresh

claimed to place religron number one in their lives (behavioral), and Hitler rose to power
at a time when Germany felt angst against other nations for taking fulI blame for World

War I and being forced to pay reparations (situational determinants) (Germany takes
blame

for

WWI, 1999). These traits could be used in a positive ethical manner or

negative destructive ways that harm the followers; therefore strong charismatic leadership
can be seen as ethically neutral. One can be a strong charismatic leader but do great
damage or wonderful life-enriching changes in society. In the following section the

situational role of the leader is examined. Sometimes conditions have to be right for the
rise of a charismatic leader; meaning that poverty, inequality, or war can make people

follow someone they would not under normal conditions.
Role of the Situation for Charismatic Leadership
There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that charisma can not always be
generalized, its effectiveness may depend on the situation. Charisma appears to be most
successful when the follower's task has an ideological component or when the

environment involves a high degree of stress and uncertainty (House, 1976). This
explains why charismatic leaders tend to surface in politics and religion during wartime

or when a business firm is facing a life-threatening crisis. This leadership style can affect
some followers more than others. Research suggests that people are especially receptive

to charismatic leadership when they sense a crisis, when they are under stress, or when
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they fear for their lives. It appears that some peoples' personalities are more susceptible
to charismatic leadership (Solomon, 2004). If an individual lacks self-esteem and
questions her self-worth, she is more likely to absorb a leader's direction rather than
establish her own way of leading or thinking. People in need of physical help, financial

help, or searching for a higher moral cause are more accepting of a strong charismatic
leader. This can clear the path for the rise of powerful leaders to use their power in

a

negative way. The next section will examine a common personality type of the three
leaders in an effort to understand how such powerful leaders could cause destruction.

F{arcissism
To be a truly visionary leader that transforms an organization, one must have an
incredible amount of self confidence. This type of person could be full of narcissism.
This term is derived from the Greek myth of Narcissus, a classic story of a boy named
Narcissus who could not stop staring at his reflection in a pond. As a result, the boy dies.

Narcissism has a broad range of negative characteristics, a synonym for every sort of
self-absorbed, self-centered behavior including: a need for excessive admiration,
deserving of special treatment, and overestimation his or her abilities as seen in most
modern uses(Maccoby, 2007). But according to Michael Maccoby, it is not an illness or
a description of bad behavior,

it is a personality type. Like any personality type, it can

be

productive or unproductive, creative or destructive, generous or selfish. Most people
could agree that Hitler, Jones, and Koresh were narcissistic leaders; this alone does not
predict their downfall but that may be explained by looking at the differences between
productive narcissism and unproductive narcissism.
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Productiveness is one's ability to use powers and to realize one's potential. A

personality who has been productive can, with enough stress and inner conflict, tip over
into an unproductive state, furning strength into a weakness. This can happen when

a

person becomes complacent,lazy, pompous, dependent, afraid, or develops an addiction

When unconscious or ir:rational needs become the driving force, the ability to make

rational decisions and move toward a healthy purpose is negated. The chart below
contrasts the differences between productive vs. unproductive leadership.
Chart from Narcissistic Leaders page 86

PRODUCTIVE

LINPRODUCTIVE

Freedom

Constraint/aversion to risk

Reason

Irrationality

Activeness with passion/enthusiasm

Reactiveness based on fear

Understanding

Superficial knowledge

Purpose

Aimlessness

Perseverance

Quitting

The difference between good and bad leaders often comes down to the
distinction between productive and unproductive narcissism. A productive narcissist
knows what she does well and knows to take advice about what she does not do well. By
contrast, an unproductive narsissist combines a sense of certainty about almost

everything with a disdain for subordinates. This is illustrated by the statement of Jtirgen
Schrempp, head of the Chrysler Corporation. In the midst of huge losses, management

furnover, and an onslaught of bad press, Schrempp boasted: "What I want people to
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understand is that operational issues have nothing to do with what I term an absolutely
perfect strategy." (Maccoby, pg. 133) Or when Henry Ford started losing market share

in the mid-1920s, he refused to listen to his staff. They suggested giving the Model T
mechanical revisions, an automatic starter) a better transmission; all in an effort to keep
up with the competition. Both these leaders stopped taking risks and acted irrationally
based on fear of losing their empires. By ignoring information given to them by credible
sources, these narcissistic leaders went from productive to unproductive.

By the end of their reigns, Hitler, Koresh, and Jones were convinced of their expertise

in almost all areas. They perpetually argued with subordinates that expressed different
views from themselves and were documented as acting irrationally. The three narcissists
were all productive leaders at various points in their lives; but unethical decisions based
on superficial knowledge and irrationality moved them into the unproductive narcissistic

category. Irlext is an examination of charismatic leadership for actions that are not
beneficial to the entire organization.

Dark Side of Charismatic Leadership
It is unfortunate that charismatic leaders who project

a

larger-than-life image do not

necessarily act in the best interests of their organizations. Many leaders will use their
power to remake their organizations in their own image. These leaders

will often blur

the

boundary separating their personal interests from their organtzation's interests. At its
worst, the perils of this ego-driven charisma are leaders who allow their self-interest and
personal goals to override the goals of the organization. Intolerant of criticism, they
surround themselves with yes-people who are rewarded for pleasing the leader and create

' Augsburg College Library
,t

1t

a climate where people are afraid to question or challenge the

"king" or "queen" when

they think he or she is making a mistake. The results can be catastrophic.

A leader's coercive power over subordinates is based on authority over punishments,
which varies greatly across different types of organizations. The coercive power of

military and political leaders is usually greater than that of cotporate managers. Over the
last two centuries, there has been a general decline in use of legitimate coercion by all
types of leaders (Katz & Kahn, 1978). For example, managers once had the right to
dismiss employees for any reason they thought was justified. The captain of a ship could

flog sailors who were disobedient or who failed to perform their duties diligently.

Military officers could execute a soldier for desertion or failure to obey an order during
combat. Presently, these forms of coercive power are prohibited or sharply restricted in
most nations. But the older type of coercive power was used by Hitler, Jones, and
Koresh; Hitler's came from military rule while Jones and Koresh used religious reasons

to back extreme form of coercive power.

An organization with a charismatic leader at the helm is more likely to be successful,
but that success depends on the situation and the leader's vision. Charismatic leaders like

Hitler, Jones, and Koresh were all too successful at convincing their followers to pursue

a

vision that was disastrous. Upon historic review of books written by followers in these
or1arltzations, speeches given by the leaders, and news reports detailing horrific stories,
some similar negative traits were found to be shared among Hitler, Jones, and Koresh.

The following is an examination of these traits.
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Common Negative Traits
The first common negative trait exhibited by all three leaders is allowing personal
needs to dictate the

vision. The leader will ignore the followers' needs and interests

when this happens. In the spring of 1977 the Internal Revenue Service (lRS) launched an

examination of Jim Jones's organization's (The People's Temple) business related

income. This threatened the church's tax-exempt status and raised the potential of
shutting down the organization. To evade the IRS, Jones preached to his congregation
about traveling to a new country to avoid the oppression of the United States. This was
the exodus to Guyana that served Jim's needs over his followers. Several people did
leave the Temple after hearing about their leader's plan, yet nearly 1,000 made the

journey with Jones to South America. He stated "Yes, come join us. Help me eradicate
injustice from all our lives. Many of you are too selfish to make a commitment to help
those not as lucky as you. Those people who cannot commit to rnore than their own
personal journey, those who do not give of themselves,

will come back

as lesser

organisms." (Layton, pg. 88) Jones used fear in order to get his members to follow him
to a new land where he could still control them and avoid the higher level of interest he
was drawing from U.S. authorities.

Adolf Hitler had a personal vendetta against the Jews. In October 1907, he left home
for Vienna where he remained until 1913, leading

a

verymodest existence. Embittered at

his rejection by the Viennese Academy of Fine Arts, he was to spend five years of misery
and woe in Vienna as he later recalled, adopting a view of

life which changed very little

in the ensuing years. This shaped his pathological hatred of Jews, Marxists, liberalism,
and the cosmopolitan Hapsburg monarchy (Fest, 1974). The young Hitler learned to
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discern in the "Eternal Jew" which was the symbol and cause of al1 chaos, comrption and

destruction in culture, politics and the economy as taught by Christian-social Mayor, Karl

Lueger. Hitler's vision for Germany called out to eradicate the Jews who used the press,
prostitution, s1philis, capitalism, Marxism, democracy and pacifism as means to
undermine the German nation and the purity of the creative Aryan race. Germany
wanted someone to blame for their economic and social problems brought on after WWI,
and

Hitler was able to exploit this need and satisfy his own personal vision by focusing

hatred on the Jewish population.

More than one example exists for David Koresh putting his own personal needs in
front of his followers and letting that dictate his vision. After members joined the Branch
Davidians, they surrendered all the material means necessary for personal independence.
Koresh seemed to have unlimited funds though, with much of the money apparently
extracted from his followers'nest eggs. The grounds around the Davidian compound
were littered with old automobiles that the faithful cannibaltzed for parts to keep their
clunkers running while Koresh drove a black Camaro muscle car. Like Jones, Koresh
fashioned a tight-knit community that saw itself at desperate odds with the world outside.
He plucked sexual partners as he pleased from among his followers and formed an elite
guard of lieutenants to enforce his will(Time, 1993). This just confirmed his power in
the eyes of his flock. Anyone who thought it was odd that a holy man lived out a teenage

boy's sexual fantasy was met by Koresh's theological rationale. He was Jesus Christ in
sinful form, who because he indulged the flesh could judge mankind with insights that
the first, more virtuous Messiah had lacked. Koresh lived out his vision of power,
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money, and full sexual life by using his charismatic persuasion to manipulate people into

believing that he alone could correctly interpret the Bible.
The second common negative trait shared by these leaders is self-confidence that
encouraged unrealistic goals. This goes far beyond positive thinking and enthusiastic
cheerleading to one's followers; evident miscalculations are involved to sell the leader's

vision to the followers. Jones had convinced his followers that life would be easy and
wonderful in the Guyanese cofilmunity known

as Jonestown, he described

it

as paradise

and an escape from racism and persecution in the United States. What they got when

they arrived was something that resembled a concentration camp in which they worked
long hours with little food and much abuse. This comes from people who escaped
Jonestown (Hassan, 2003). Jones knew the way to obtain a strong power over his

followers was to move them from their urban American environment to

a remote South

American jungle. This generates uncertainty in their new surroundings, and when people
are uncertain, they look to others for cues on what to

do. People are particularly

vulnerable when they are in new surroundings, feel lonely, or feel disconnected. The
church members were not told about the heat, bugs, diarrhea, deadly poisonous snakes, or
the extreme poverty of the people of Guyana. They were never informed of the problems
encountered in trying to grow food in the tropical climate. The people were told about a
Iand flowing with milk and honey where miracles were happening every day.

"All you

have to do is reach your hand up wherever you are and pick delicious fruit from the wild

jungle trees, every time you drop a seed in the ground it grows. The people there are
friendly and they love us. There is no stealing in this jungle paradise." (Ha11, pg. 52) said

Jones. The poor members in the congregation who had never been able to look forward
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to a time of plenty and prosperity suddenly envisioned themselves walking the roads
lined with tropical fruit trees. They were assured their jungle paradise would provide
them with food and happiness for the rest of their lives. Now that they knew the
Promised Land actually existed, members began to turn in money at an even faster pace
to the Peoples Ternple. Unforrunately the new land did not turn out to be "Eden" and for
many it became their grave.
Koresh had created a group of elite forces and trained and equipped them for

maximum violence. People generally want to do what they have been trained to do, and
when pressure is applied to an organization with deeply held religious beliefs, their
resolve can be strengthened. Since Koresh had convinced himself and others that he was
the "Lamb of God," taking on the FBI and

ATF seemed like a realistic possibility for the

group (Hibbert, 1996). Dr. A. Anthony Hibbert has considerable personal knowledge and
encounters with Branch believers; he studied their beliefs, history and doctrines and was
even an expert witness in depositions relating to Davidians. As an authority he wrote the

book Before the Flames and believed that the initial failed raid on Koresh's compound
appeared to have actually made their commitment stronger and convinced the group that

Koresh could take on the U.S. Government. A

5l

day stand-off proved otherwise and led

to an inferno of death.
On November 8t",

I

gn

Hir\er held a rally at a Munich beer hall and inspired his

followers to proclaim a revolution to topple the current ruling party in Germany. It was
unsuccessful and Hitler found himself in prison the next day. This gave him time to write
the famous Mein Kampf that instructed Germany to stop the Jews from conquering the

world by eliminating them (Fest, 1974). Hitler also revealed his loftynotion of
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establishing a new empire that would rule the world for 1000 years; it was called the

Third Reich. The first empire was the Holy Roman Empire which lasted from 962 1806; the second was Otto von Bismarck's rule of Germany lasting 30 years; and

Hitler's

rule which was the third lasted l2 years (von Aretin, Karl, 1993). Historical data would
indicate that an empire surviving for 1000 years is an unrealistic goal. Hitler's selfconfidence was greatly increased after a failed assassination plot during a war time
meeting of his senior staff. Hitler concluded after miraculously surviving the bomb blast
that was meant to take his life but instead took several others, "Providence has kept me
alive to complete my great work (Becker, 197 5)" His self-confidence and unrealistic
goals were only magnified by his practice of surounding himself by "yes-men" who

validated Hitler's thinking to create a disastrous outcome.
The third common negative trait is the belief that the ends justify the means. This has
been used as a reason for followers to perform acts that people would question or

consider unethical. The leader may acknowledge the concern from his or her followers

but appeal to them to think of the end result and not trouble themselves about how this is
achieved. Jim Jones believed he knew what was best for his followers, even when it
came to staying alive or dying for their leader's personal agenda. As is common with

most organizations, people came and left the Peoples Temple. Many of the members

who left had high positions in the church's leadership; one used to be Jones's right hand

man. His name was Tim Stoen, he was also Jim's attorney. Tim defected and started the
Concerned Relatives; the mission was to rescue relatives living in Jonestown and bring

down the Peoples Temple. The group alleged that Jonestown operated as a concentration
camp and Jim Jones brainwashed individuals who went to Guyana, holding them against
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their

will.

The main battle centered on the custody of John Victor Stoen, the son

of

Tim's wife Grace and either Jim or Tim (Moore, 1985). The Concerned Relatives
eventually found an ally in California Congressman Leo J. Ryan. Ryan planned a trip to
Jonestown in lrlovember 1978 claiming to be neutral and conducting a fact finding

mission. After lengthy negotiations with Jonestown leadership, Ryan and his party were
allowed to enter the community and interview residents. Jones told Ryan that anyone
who wished to leave was welcome to do so. The day ended with a performance by the
Jonestown Express, the community's band. Ryan announced that Jonestown looked like

it was the best thing that had happened to many people

and the crowd cheered after that

comment. Trouble started the next day when an ansy resident slipped one of the
reporters accompanying the congressman a note. The note stated that the resident wanted

help in getting out of Jonestown. By the end of the morning, 16 residents assembled to
leave with the Ryan party. As Ryan attempted to leave, one of Jim's followers attacked
the congressman with a knife (Moore, 1985). The party still intent on leaving made its

way to the remote jungle airstrip six miles from Jonestown. Two planes awaited their
departure for Guyana's capital. A small group of Jonestown residents who had followed
the congressman to the airfield now opened fire with machine guns. The ambush killed
Ryan, three journalists, and one Temple member who was trying to leave; a dozen others
were severely wounded. Jones used this event to promote his idea of revolutionary

suicide. He claimed the outside world had forced them to this extreme situation and they
only had one choice. A large vat of purple Flav-R-Aid, a British version of Kool-Aid,
mixed with potassium cyanide and a variety of sedatives including a tranquilizer
containing Valium, Penegram, and chloral hydrate was brought out. The people were
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organized into lines. Parents were the first to give the drink to infants and children, many
mothers poured the poison down their children's throats (Hall, 1987). Jones did not drink
the poison but died of a gunshot wound to the right temple. He had determined that

it

was better for his whole organization to die than for him to face U.S. authorities.

David Koresh had the Davidians stockpiling guns and ammunition for years, his
theology centered obsessively upon the coming Apocalypse. This bound Koresh and his

followers in

a

vision of shared catastrophe and maintained their focus in resisting the

negotiations of the authorities outside the compound. "Koresh would say we would have

to suffer, that we were going to be persecuted and some of us would be killed and

tortured,(Time,pg.5Z)" recalled David Bunds, who left the compound in 1989. As
Koresh and his followers heightened the melodrama, their ties with the outside world
became irretrievably broken. "The adulation of this confined group work on this

charismatic leader so that he in turn spirals into greater and greater paranoia, "said

Murray Miron,

a

psychologist who advised the FBI during the standoff. "He's playing

a

role that his followers have cast him in (Hibbert, pg. 78)." Koresh and his flock may
have magnified one another's needs, he looked to them to confirm his belief that he was

God's appointed one, destined for a martyr's death. They looked to him to bring their
spiritual wanderings to a close. Koresh desired this scenario for the final step in his
grand vision, but he used the means of a cat and mouse game, so to speak, with the U.S.
Government to provide the Apocalypse. This could support his prophecy of global
catastrophe when other places in the world did not seem to support his predictions

of

imminent destruction.
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Hitler believed the world could be a better functioning place if everyone was from the
same race. By early 1939 the gradual and mounting campaign against the Jews and other

non Aryan people was prepared for its ultimate violent ends The seeds of hatred had
been sown and the German state was prepared for conquest to carry out the wishes

Hitler. He wanted to destroy the social elite by idealizing

of

clean, honest citizens in the

working class. Germans were heavily subjected to propaganda readily conveying the
German domestic housewife as the producer of Aryan children and upholder of
conservative and traditional principles (Marcuse, 1965). Once this idealized view of

how life could be became accepted, the means of reaching it became more barbaric.
Between 1939 and 1941, an estimated 11 to 14 million people had been "cleansed" from
the Aryan race (Koestler, 1970).
The fourth and last examined common negative trait is a communication style that can

sell anything to followers. This ability is different from the first three mentioned because
the possibility of using it for good also exists, and this trait needs to be put into context to
see the negative

value.

Jones used dishonest communication as leader of the Peoples

Temple. He instructed boys with taping equipment to play a recording in the middle of
service. This made it seem like

a

a

voice was coming from the ceiling, the words were

high pitched and unintelligible at first. Jim then said to speak English my dear, if you

can. The voice said help me, help me, I am so cold. Jones asked who it was; once again
the voice replied that I was with you on the shores of Galilee and in Russia, each time I
betrayed you, I'm sorry. I'm between two worlds now and I'm so cold. The audience
gasped and believed that Jones could contact dead

spirits. Jim's strategy

seemed to be

part of completing his circle of fear. Since he could not justifii beating the older
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members, he would terrorize them psychologically and play on their many superstitions
(Ha11,

1

987). Who would want to be stuck between two worlds for betraying Jim?

Jones

had a bigger goal though; he wanted to make sure that the members were sufficiently

afraid of government oppression so they would be accepting of socialism. He was selling
a

utopian environment at Jonestown free from the delusions of religion itself, from

racism, sexism, and pov"fry; this would all happen from the seeds of revolutionary
socialism nurtured by the Peoples Temple (Chidester, 1991). Jones was a highly

motivated political leader. In 1961 Jim had a vision in which the American Midwest was
destroyed in a nuclear war; this is why he moved his congregation to Ukiah, California.

His sermons started to contain messages about an uncompromising foe named U.S.

imperialism. He wanted his organization to eventuallymove to the U.S. biggest rival, the
USSR. As part of the preparations to relocate to the USSR the Peoples Temple
developed close contact with the Soviet Embassy in Guyana and on September27,1978
the Soviet Consul Fyodor Timofeyev made a visit to Jonestown (Guyana Chronicle,

1978). Jones knew how to play on people's wants and desires; his ability to have other
nations consider his vision and actions as admirable shows how effective he was. Jim's
message was not just religious but very political; he was skilled at challenging current

views and pointed people in the direction of his greater good. Through his
communication style he had sold his members on the belief of imminent nuclear war,
accepting socialism, and moving once again, this time it would be from South America to
the USSR.

David Koresh had lectures that would last fourteen to twenty hours, these talks were
conducted in a manner to intimidate and brainwash the new comers. Koresh became very
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angry

if anyone opposed what

he was saying and also had visible anger to those who

could not understand his conflicting doctrines. One thing was acceptable one day, but not
the

next. While members were restricted from consuming certain foods, Koresh smoked,

drankbeer, and ate meat (Hibbert, 1996). The notion of needing a livinghuman agent, at
all times, to guide and to interpret the bible was the norrn for numerous Davidian

believers. This led to

a leader designed to be

worshipped by its followers; constituents

think they are serving the Lord but eventually wind up serving only the teacher. That
teacher was David Koresh and only his interpretation of the bible was correct. He did
possess the charisrnatic nature that elevated

him to this position and the communication

style to mesmerize his followers. Koresh talked his organization into giving their lives

for his cause.

Hitler possessed

a manner

of speaking to large masses of people that absolutely

captured their imaginations and stimulated them with powerful emotion. When Hitler
was elated, his normal halting awkward style was transformed into a magical

flow of

words, delivered with spellbinding effect. On these occasions it was as though a strange
transformation had taken place. Gregor Strasser, a defected Nazi, once stated "A light
appears

in a dark window. A gentleman with a comic moustache tums into an

Archangel. Then the Archangel flies away and there is Hitler sitting down bathed in
sweat

with glassy eyes (Fest, pg. 36)." He practicallyhypnotized his audience with

patriotic speech and a unifying salute that resulted in millions of deaths and the worst war
ever known to man.
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SUMMERIZING FOUR NEGATIVE TRAITS OF CHARISMATIC LEADERS
Table

1.

Hitler

Koresh
(examples)

(examples)

Avenge WWI loss
and hatred of Jews

Live extravagant
lifestyle on
follower's money

Avoid taxation and
IRS investigation by
moving to S.A.

Rule entire world

Victory over FBI,
ATF, and all U.S.

Negative Trait

(examples)

Allowing personal
needs to dictate the

vision

Self-confidence that
encourages unrealisti c
goals

for

1000 years

government

Jones

Turn tropical rainforest
into farmable "Eden"

Belief that the ends
justify the means

Aryan race would
make world better
place to live

Prophesied the
coming end of the
world and made it
happen for his group

Better for entire group
to die than survive in
world against Jones

Communication style
that can se1l anything
to followers

Rallied Germans
with patriotic

Only his
interpretation of the
Bible was correct

Nuclear war between
US & USSR imminent

speech and salute
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Examining these four shared traits of charismatic leaders that caused mass destruction
shows ethically poor leaders are likely to be followed when certain situations are present.
These are extreme examples of negative consequenees brought on by possibly the
greatest harmful charismatic leaders in history. Next this paper

will look at some positive

characteristics for charismatic leadership that contrast the styles of Hitler, Jones, and
Koresh.

Positive Characteristics for Charismatic Leaders

First, a leader needs to develop the aura of charisma by maintaining an optimistic view

while using passion as a catalyst for generating enthusiasm, and communicating with the
whole body, not with just words. However,

a balance

must be maintained between selling

a goal that is achievable and the unrealistic goal that is a previously discussed negative

trait. For example, the American people should be able to currently cut gasoline
consumption by l0% and this would reduce dependence on foreign oil, lower
transportation costs on goods, and create less greenhouse gases for a cleaner world. This
can be done by grouping errands together, riding a bike/walking on weekends, and

fully

utilizing public transportation. It would be unrealistic to expect Americans today to cut
gasoline consumption by 90%; no matter how tempting the benefits look, more tirne and
research is needed to move away from gasoline as a source

of energy and on to another

alternative. The first part is an example of using positive leadership skills to convince
followers that great benefits can happen from realistic goals. The second half of this
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example speaks to unrealistic expectations that would cause trouble for many people

trying to follow the instructions.
Second, the leader should draw others in by creating a bond that inspires them to

follow. This is done without using one's own personal needs to dictate

the vision, which

is the negative version. This was achieved when Gandhi took on the role of a poor Indian
peasant to show his followers he was united with them in the greater goal of breaking

down the power barriers and having equality brought to the region. This is the opposite of

Hitler's world domination, Jones' concentration camp in South America, and Koresh's
continuing insistence that he is God.
The third characteristic is being able to bring out the potential of one's followers by

tapping into their emotions. This approach seems to work, as evidenced by researchers
who succeeded in scripting undergraduate business students to exhibit this trait of
charismatic leadership. Students were taught to articulate an overarching goal,
communicate high performance expectations, exhibit confidence in the ability

of

followers to meet these expectations, and empathrze with the needs of their followers. In
other words they learned to project a powerful, confident, and dynamic presence that they
practiced by using a captivating and engaging voice tone. To fuither capfure the
dynamics and energy of charisma, the leaders were trained to evoke charismatic

nonverbal characteristics: They altemated between pacing and sitting on the edges of
their desks, leaned toward the subjects, maintained direct eye contact, and had relaxed
postures and animated facial expressions. These researchers found that these students

could learn how to project charisma, while followers had higher task performance, task
adustment, and adjustment to the leader and to the group than did followers who worked
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under groups led by non-charismatic leaders (Howell & Frost, 1989). This trait is the
toughest to separate the negative side from the positive one; it mostly matters whether the
leader wants to use this talent for good or evil ends, although it is a needed skill for use in

positive leadership.
Personal integrity is a huge factor that cannot be overlooked in positive leadership.

Integrity means that a person's behavior is consistent with expressed values. The leader
must be honest, ethical, and trustworthy. Integrity is a primary determinant

of

interpersonal trust (Howell & Frost, 1989). Unless one is perceived to be trustworthy, it
is difficult to retain the loyalty of followers or to obtain cooperation and support from
peers and superiors.

A major deterrninant of power is the perception by others that a

person is trustworthy. Several types of behaviors are related to integrity. One important

indicator of integnty is the extent to which one is honest and truthful rather than
deceptive. Leaders lose credibility when people discover that they have lied or made
claims that are grossly distorted. Another indicator of integrity is keeping promises.
People are reluctant to negotiate agreements with a leader who cannot be trusted to keep

promises. A third indicator of integrity is the extent to which a leader fulfills the
responsibility of service and loyalty to followers. The trust of followers will be lost

if

they discover the leader exploited or manipulated them in pursuit of self-interest. A

fourth indicator of integnty is the extent to which a leader can be trusted not to
indiscriminately repeat something said in the utmost confidence. People will not pass on
important but sensitive information to a leader who cannot be trusted to keep a secret. A
key determinant of perceived integrity is the extent to which a leader's behavior is
consistent with values articulated repeatedly to followers. A leader who hopes to inspire
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others to support an ideology or vision must set an example in one's own behavior.

Integrity also means taking responsibility for one's actions and decisions. Leaders appear
weak and undependable when they make a decision or take a position on an issue, then

try to deny responsibility later if the decision is unsuccessful or the position becomes
controversial.

CONCLUSION
The rise of powerful charismatic leaders does depend on the followers; the more
intense the needs of the follower, the more opportunity provided for the leader to have a

charismatic effect on the followers. Intensely felt needs are brought to the leader such as
threats to physical or financial safety, lack of self-esteem, or need for a higher moral

purpose. Hitler, Jones, and Koresh all tapped into these needs and gained enormous
levels of power from their followers.

Unforrunately, this status differentiation has a dark side. Because status is so strongly
associated with prominence and reward,

it becomes very desirable. Once ambitious

individuals gain status they will do anything to hold on to it. This status anxiety was
directly responsible for numerous behavioral aberrations carried out by the three
unethical charismatic leaders. The four shared negative traits of these individuals
represent extreme cases that most people would believe to be ethically wrong. Although

it is unlikely that ever leader that possesses these traits will

cause the large scale tragedies

inflicted by Hitler, Jones, and Koresh, giving the right situational conditions, the
possibility does exist. The importance of future leaders avoiding these tactics must be
stressed

in order to develop organizations with the highest of standards.
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The personality characteristic of Machiavellianism was present in each of the three

leaders. This characteristic is named after Niccolo Machiavelli who wrote in the
sixteenth century on how to gain and use power (Robbins & Judge, 2007). An individual

high in Machiavellianism is pragmatic, maintains emotional distance, and believes that
ends can

justify means. The leader is able to flourish when (1) interaction is face to face

rather than indirectly; (2) the sifuation has a minimum number of rules and regulations

allowing for improvisation; and (3) emotional involvement with details is low. The
philosophy can be summed up by stating, if it works, use it. An effective ethical leader
must reahze that there are absolute standards of behavior and how one gets to a
conclusion is just as important as the conclusion.

Effective leader-follower relationships are built on a foundation of mutual
understanding. Leaders guide subordinates in the accomplishment of task objectives
while recognizing the broader needs and personal goals that the subordinate brings to the
organization. Mutual understanding is built on non-defensive perception and
cofirmunication that leads to exchanges making followers more productive and personally

capable. All three unethical

leaders would challenge and remove those who did not

agree with them. The leaders would also become visibly mad and defensive when given
a different point of

view than their own.

Followers can avoid poor decisions by avoiding a phenomenon that occurs when the
desire for group consensus overrides people's common sense and judgment; this is called

"groupthink." The term was coined by Psychologist Irving Janis to describe what
happens when individual creativity, uniqueness, and independent thinking are lost in the

pursuit of group cohesiveness (Janis, 1977). This means that the advantages that can be
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obtained by making a decision as a group are lost. Groupthink leads to a deterioration

of

mental efficiency, reality testing, and moral judgment that results from in-group
pressures. The concept of groupthink provides a summary explanation of reasons groups
sometimes make poor decisions. Group members are not only supposed to bring new
ideas to the discussion but also act as effor-correcting mechanisms; this should make a

group's decision much better than an individual's. But when the social support is geared
toward supporting the goup's accepted wisdom, the elements that can make groups
better decision makers become inverted. Just as groups can work to promote effective

thinking and decision making, the same processes which enhance the group's operation
can backfire and lead to disastrous results. Janis identified seven points on how

groupthink works (Janis, 1983). First, the group's discussions are limited to a few
alternative courses of action, without a survey of the full range of altenratives. Second,
the group does not survey the objectives to be fulfilled and the values implicated by the

choice. Third, the group fails to reexamine the course of action initially preferred by the
majority of members from the standpoint of the non-obvious risks and drawbacks that
had not been considered when it was originally evaluated. Fourth, the members neglect
courses of action

initially evaluated

as

unsatisfactory. Fifth, the members make little or

no attempt to obtain information from experts who can supply sound estimates of gains
and losses to be expected from alternative courses of action. Sixth, selective bias is
shown in the way the group reacts to factual information and relevant judgments from

experts. The seventh point is members spend little time deliberating about how the
chosen policy might be hindered by opponents; they fail to work out a contingency plan.

Groupthink can explain why members of the Peoples Temple followed Jones to South
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America. It also explains why the Branch Davidians holed ,rp in a compound in Waco to
take on the ATF. Groupthink can be identified in Hitler's followers when they carried
out his plan for genocide; individually many claimed they could not cary out Hitler's

vision in concentration camps but they explained that others were following the orders.
The previous extreme examples of groupthink were very costly in human lives, but
current leaders must try to avoid this undesired action in everyday situations. This is
done by following good meeting procedures, including the development of an agenda,

aiming for proper and balanced staff work, presenting competing views, and attending to
correlative meeting problems like exhaustion. In order to prevent group isolation, it may
be helpful to bring in new participants on a regular basis, use outside experts, and invite

the group to meet off-site so that changes in settings and surroundings are a stirnulant.

Hitler, Jones, and Koresh enjoyed the power that groupthink gave to their leadership, but
an ethical leader should act to

limit this phenomenon. This is achieved by the leader

acting as a conductor. Leadership almost always involves getting work done through
others, it is important to note that high-quality decisions are not made through

intimidation, whether intentional or unintentional. If

a leader can be clear, and temperate,

there is a great likelihood that norrns of disagreement

will develop. Decision making

tears at the fabric of group cohesion, and

it is the desire to preserve cohesion that is an

underlying dynamic of groupthink. But if desisions lower group cohesion it is not
necessary to avoid decisions; an alternative is to rebuild cohesion each

time. One way to

accomplish this rebuilding is to complete decision making in the first half of the meeting,
then brainstorming for the last

half. People who

have differed before have a chance to

continue to interact around less threatening, future-oriented items. This meeting
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technique allows for decompression, and for rebonding of the group. Groupthink can be
overcome by proper procedures, strong leadership, and a manageable desire for the
maintenance of group cohesion and its good feelings.
Sometimes it is necessary to evaluate negative leadership styles to find out if the
reverse can make a charismatic leader positive. Future leaders should follow a vision that
is for the organization (positive trait), not the just the leader's vision in an effort to
achieve personal goals (negative trait). While exhibiting self confidence that still makes
the leader appear mortal, the leader should never encourage unrealistic goals. The

argument of the ends justifying the means should not be used by an ethical charismatic
leader, ons must always remember that how the goal is achieved is just as important as
achieving

it.

Lastly, the power of effective communication should be used only for

positive outcomes for the organization. All three leaders talked followers into grving
their lives for the cause, this may have been the ultimate negative trait used for evil
consequences.

Positive traits that effective charismatic leaders should exhibit are projecting an image
of competense and trustworthiness. This is accomplished by matching one's behaviors

with the expectations of the followers. The second trait is establishing a relationship that
guides, develops, and inspires the follower to contribute to group goals and the

organizational mission. Finally, the leader must mobilize the organization through
powerful speech that generates excitement and enthusiasm for accomplishing the shared

mission. This last positive trait is identical to the negative one, the only difference is that
the skill of awe inspiring speech is used for outcomes that benefit the organization instead

of the leader. The next generation of charismatic leaders can be powerful and effective

if
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they avoid the listed negative shared traits of Hitler, Jones, and Koresh and instead follow
the positive trait path.
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